New Par Products offers Stand-Right golf balls illustrated with stance positions for all basic strokes. The player lines up by using the permanently stamped diagram. Solid centered and cut resistant, the balls retail for $1 each.

Wittek Golf Range Supply Company offers a free revolving golf ball display rack with orders of eight dozen XXX’d out golf balls. The balls, packaged in three ball trays, are manufacturer’s overruns in mixed compressions. They have liquid center construction and conform to USGA specifications.

Kent Sales & Mfg. Company introduces a line of solid cut-proof golf balls. The balls have a vulcanized white cover with four sets of three balls priced to retail at $5 a dozen.

Sellers, Inc., offers an insulated nylon rainsuit which weighs 22 ounces yet will keep the wearer warm. The Dacron Sparta 88 has tapered zippered legs, custom tailoring and optional hidden hood. Available in a variety of colors.

Stylo Matchmakers offers a new pair of golf shoes made in England. They are made of brown simulated alligator and have white uppers, cushion innersole, rolled top binding and leather lining. Retail price: $36.95.

Larkin Aircraft Company has developed an economy gas-engined midget truck. The Jobber is three-wheeled and can carry 250 pounds, although it weighs 135 pounds. It costs less than $350.

Standard Mfg. Company announces Porta-Span, a portable bridge that features redwood-stained wooden hand railings. Size varies from eight to 20 feet long and from three to five feet wide.
CON-PRES-PAK
IRRIGATION PUMPING SYSTEM

It’s the pumping system that comes complete. The total package you just wire and plug in. No assembly necessary. Con-Pres-Pak saves space, saves installation time and money. Incredible!

Hornung’s Pro Golf Sales, Inc., has a Combination Club Cleaning Machine, which is able to clean four or five irons or one wood at a time. It can be easily installed in the storage area of a pro shop. Price with heating unit: $275.

Save on Quality Tables... Buy At LOW, DIRECT PRICES

Chances, schools, clubs, lodges over 100,000 in all—get more for their money by ordering direct from Monrose. Find out how much YOUR organization can save, too, on tables, chairs and other banquet needs. Send today for FREE catalog!

THE MONROE TABLE CO.
12 Church St., Colfax, Iowa 50054

For more information circle number 207 on card

GIVE... so more will live
HEART FUND

Hans Tanner received a degree in business administration from the University of Rochester. For the past 20 years he has been a sports writer for the Democrat & Chronicle in Rochester. At 21, Tanner was the youngest accredited golf writer ever to cover a U.S. Open (1953).

THE KENNETH BARRIE CORP.

puts it all together with

CON-PRES-PAK
IRRIGATION PUMPING SYSTEM

It’s the pumping system that comes complete. The total package you just wire and plug in. No assembly necessary. Con-Pres-Pak saves space, saves installation time and money. Incredible!

Tait Mfg. Company introduces the H-Pak pump and pressure tank combinations, which feature a choice of shallow well of convertible jet pump on a 13- or 30-gallon horizontal tank. The shallow-well jet pump comes in one-third or one-half hp models with capacities to 1,250 gallons per hour and 25-foot depths. The convertible jet comes in one-third, one-half and three-fourths hp models with capacities to 1,140 gallons; it can accommodate depths to 160 feet.

Limb-Lopper Company, Inc., announces the Mark II Model HC power chain saw. It weighs six pounds including a 12-inch bar and chain and features a one-fourth-inch pitch chain on a narrow profile bar, a 10-inch cutting area and a three-quarter hp hydraulic motor.

older hands
continued from page 44

Yet most clubs key their operation around the manager or professional. I think this is why we were so successful at Clifton Springs. I made the superintendent and the crew the most important part of the club’s operation. And my old-timers deserve a great deal of credit for making it the course it is.”

Without these older men, there’s no doubt that Clifton Springs would be just another run-of-the-mill country golf course. And there’s no doubt, either, that without Clifton Springs, these men would be unhappy, made to feel unwanted by a society that has passed them by and in some cases, wouldn’t be alive today.

Many other golf clubs around the country could improve their course conditions, cut their budgets for course maintenance and most important, keep some senior citizen a living, working, happy part of the community by following the example set by Al DePorter at Clifton Springs and now at Newark CC.

Hans Tanner received a degree in business administration from the University of Rochester. For the past 20 years he has been a sports writer for the Democrat & Chronicle in Rochester. At 21, Tanner was the youngest accredited golf writer ever to cover a U.S. Open (1953).
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